and Data Protection

Where does the information come from?
The modem for prisma CLOUD links a prisma therapy device to the
Cloud. Twice a day for a short time the device establishes a wireless
connection to synchronize the latest information automatically. The connection takes place only when the modem is attached and the device is
connected to electric power. During treatment the device always operates in Airplane Mode.
Transmission is limited to technical data such as the serial number of the
device and information about the therapy itself, which helps you to ensure
safe and effective care during treatment. No personal data are captured
or transmitted.

Are the data safe and secure?
Data protection and security, especially for medical information, are very
important. That‘s why we have developed a protection concept that gives
patient privacy top priority and prevents unauthorized access.
Access to the stored data is always limited to the doctor and patient.
Neither providers nor we as the manufacturer have access to data in the
Cloud. Of course prisma CLOUD, which is a medical technology product
with a CE sign, conforms to the requirements of the EU GDPR – just as
you would expect from a trustworthy manufacturer.
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Our Telemedicine Solution for You and Your Patients
With prisma CLOUD you can manage your patients’
treatment simply, flexibly and securely. Let us support
you so that you can concentrate on what’s most important – the optimum care of your patients.
prisma CLOUD automatically ensures that you have access to all relevant therapy parameters at all times. If
necessary, you can react immediately and adjust therapy
settings via the Cloud.

Furthermore, you can be certain that you’ll have upto-date information about the course of therapy. Fully
automatic, from anywhere at all. This capability opens
up new opportunities for increased efficiency in patient
care not only with prisma sleep therapy devices but with
prisma VENT too.

AHI, Compliance, Leakage and much more.
All relevant therapy information is provided to you. The
prisma CLOUD Dashboard clearly presents the most
important parameters so you can see which patient in
particular benefits from your attentiveness. You can filter
and configure the view to help you recognize the most
significant patients at a glance.
In the expanded view you also receive details that assist
you in assessing the therapy.
The report over a specified period of time can be generated directly in the Cloud and stored, sent or printed
in PDF format. Benefit from the documentation quality,
which is comparable with prismaTS.
prisma CLOUD is developed continuously and enhanced
with innovative functions. The advantages come automatically and you don’t have to worry about updates.

For Your Patients – my.prismaCLOUD
prisma CLOUD is a help not only for you. Give your patients
the opportunity to see the quality of their sleep and the
effectiveness of treatment. Via my.prismaCLOUD.com,
your patients are always informed of how long
they’ve slept and how deep their sleep was. In addition,
my.prismaCLOUD provides information about the mask

prismacloud.com

fit and any still present apnea and other sleep events. The
indicators for AHI, leakage, compliance and deep sleep
were especially designed to give patients a simple and
comprehensive view of the data. my.prismaCLOUD is
optional. You can decide whether to make this product
available to your patients.

